HP.01 Reference Guide

**TIME**
To display: **T**
To set: HH:MM:SS **p** (or **a**) **T**
To adjust time: **T**+ (or **-**) HH (or HH:MM:SS) **T**
To change time display modes: **T**
To convert to and from decimal hours: **T** (or **T**)
To calculate with time: **T** (or HH:MM:SS)

**ALARM**
To display: **A**
To set: HH:MM:SS **p** (or **a**) **A**
To reset/disable: **A**

**TIMER/STOPWATCH**
To display timer/stopwatch: **S**
To set timer: HH:MM:SS (or MM:SS.CC) **S**
If timer/stopwatch is displayed and stopped,
To reset to zero: **R**
To start: **S**
Dynamic calculations: **S** × (or ÷) hourly rate **=
If timer/stopwatch is displayed and running,
To take a split: **R** (or **M**), to return to timer/stopwatch display: **S**
To stop: **S**
To inhibit display: **T**, to return to timer/stopwatch display: **S**, to return to dynamic calculation: **S**
DATE/CALENDAR

To display: \( \text{D} \)
To set: MM/DD/YY (or DD/MM/YY) \( \text{A D} \)
Century 21: follow date with \( \text{A 21} \)
To change date display modes: \( \text{D A} \)
Future or past date: \( \text{D} \) (or MM/DD/YY) \( + \) (or \( - \))
number-of-days \( = \)
Days between dates: MM/DD/YY \( = \) MM/DD/YY \( = \)
Day of week: \( \text{D W} \)
Day of year: \( \text{D /} \)

CALCULATOR

Arithmetic: number \( + \) (or \( - \), \( \times \), \( \div \)) number \( = \)
Automatic constant: number \( + \) (or \( - \), \( \times \), \( \div \)) constant
\( = \), new number \( = \), new number \( = \) etc.
Change sign: \( \text{A +/-} \)
Exchange numbers: \( \text{A } \leftrightarrow \)
Net amount: base amount \( + \) (or \( - \)) number \( \% = \)
Percentage: base number \( \times \) number \( \% = \)
Percent: number \( \div \) base number \( \% = \)
To clear calculator: \( \text{C C} \)

MEMORY

To display: \( \text{M} \)
To store: \( \text{A M} \)

DISPLAY

To recall: \( \text{R} \)
To clear entry: \( \text{C} \)